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Turning tecnique [310.2.2.3]

Turning techniques comprise steps

with the inner ski and pushes with the 

outer ski in order to change skiing

directions. The sections of the course

where turning techniques are allowed

must be clearly marked. 



Turning zone
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 Ladies => Women



Prohibited equipment at FIS Event [222.7]



Timing and Data Technical Report 

[302.3.4; 316.9]
https://www.fis-ski.com/en/inside-fis/document-library/timing-data

https://www.fis-ski.com/en/inside-fis/document-library/timing-data


Mass start procedures [315.3]

The jury shall decide whether to set classical tracks in the start grid.

If the start grid is set with classical tracks, then competitors must use 

only classical technique and are not allowed to change leave their

assigned tracks within their start position and end of marked corridors

the first 30 15-50 m after the start line. 



Heat start procedures [315.5]

315.5.5 Competitors are must use classical technique and are not 

allowed to change leave their assigned tracks within marked corridors 

the first 10-15 m after the start line. 



Calculation of results [317.1.2]

The overall standing in a stage competition will be calculated by 

accumulating:

 the results (actual times) where tenths of seconds are truncated,from

each stage prior to last stage. The results of the qualification round 

will be used for sprint competitions. 

 The result (actual times) with the tenths of seconds from the last 

stage.

 Bonus seconds and time penalities from each stage



Results…

44
35



Ties in overall standings [317.1.2.1]

In case of a tie on the current overall standing (standings, published after each stage 

prior the final stage), the competitors will be ranked according to the highest number

of individual wins and then the bests results (i.e. most 2nd places, most 3rd places...). 

In case of a tie after the final stage (final overall ranking) the competitors will be 

ranked: 

 Stages with Pursuit start or Mass start: according to the finish arrival order of the 

last competition. If a tie remains, the competitors will have the same ranking on 

the result list. 

 Stages with interval start: The competitors will have the same ranking. 



The fastest competitor of the day [324.5.2] 

The fastest competitor of the day results can be also be calculated and 

published as real race time on the distance of the pursuit competition

only. 



Pit box [317.1.2.1 - 323.2.2.2]

Mass start

Skiathlon



Some other numbers and consequences

Mass start

Skiathlon

Team sprint

Relay



AGE CATEGORIES

 341.1.4 Junior women and junior men should normally start in their own classes. They 

may start in the respective women or men’s classes, which also include general 

classes at long distance popular competitions.

 Sv. tillägg För tävlande som representerar en klubb ansluten till SSF gäller 

distanstabellen i paragraf 130.1. 



Guidelines for Jury decisions and poles



Clarifications

352.2.4 During stage events and first part of pursuit competitions, an offence

that is normally sanctioned with a DSQ can instead be sanctioned by a time 

penalty (see ICR art. 352.4.2). Using DSQ or time penalty will be the Jury’s

decision. 

352.2.7 A competitor disqualified in Sprints heats at Sprint competitions will 

keep his (her) qualification result and will not be disqualified form qualification

result list. 



Diskvalifikation 
eller 

avstängd från tävling

Muntlig varning

INGEN FÖRDEL 
och

INGA KONSEKVENSER
INGET FALL

NEJ ELLER INTE MÖJLIGT ATT UNDVIKA

Skriftlig varning

Regelbrott?

LITEN ÖVERTRÄDELSE STOR ÖVERTRÄDELSE

FÖRDEL
eller

KONSEKVENSER

INGEN FÖRDEL 
och

INGA KONSEKVENSER

FÖRDEL
eller

KONSEKVENSER

ÖVERTRÄDELSE MED 
FASTSTÄLLD SANKTION

Sanktion enligt 
ICR



Thanks for listening!
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